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Abstract
An n-ladder is a balanced bipartite graph with vertex sets A={a; : : : ; an} and B={b1; : : : ; bn}
such that ai ∼ bj i2 |i− j|6 1. We use techniques developed recently by Koml5os et al. (1997)
to show that if G = (U; V; E) is a bipartite graph with |U | = n = |V |, with n su6ciently large,
and the minimum degree of G is at least n=2 + 1, then G contains an n-ladder. This answers a
question of Wang.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A bipartite graph is said to balanced if it has the same number of vertices in each
part. Let G=(U; V; E) be a balanced bipartite graph with |U |=n= |V |. For the purposes
of this article, we shall call G universal if every balanced bipartite graph with n vertices
in each part and maximum degree at most 2 can be embedded into G. Wang [8]
conjectured that G is universal if the minimum degree (G) of G is at least n=2 + 1.
As Wang observed, the conjecture is best possible: The graph H obtained by adding a
perfect matching between the larger parts of two copies of the complete bipartite graph
Km+1; m satisDes (H)=m+ 1=n=2, but does not contain the union C2m + C2m+2 of
a (2m)-cycle with an (2m+ 2)-cycle.
Aigner and Brandt [1] proved the nonbipartite version of this conjecture: If H is a
graph on n vertices with minimum degree (H)¿(2n − 1)=3, then H contains every
graph on n vertices with maximum degree at most 2. Again this is best possible, since
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m triangles cannot be embedded in the complete tripartite graph Km−1; m+1; m+1. Fan and
Kierstead [3] proved something stronger. In an attempt at proving P5osa’s conjecture
that every graph on n vertices with minimum degree at least 23n contains the square of
a hamiltonian cycle, they showed that every graph H with (H)¿(2n− 1)=3 contains
the square Q of a hamiltonian path. Every graph on n vertices with maximum degree
at most 2 can be embedded into Q. Then Koml5os et al. [4] proved P5osa’s conjecture
using a wonderful new technique involving Szemer5edi’s regularity lemma [7] and their
own blow-up lemma [5].
DeDne an n-ladder to be the balanced bipartite graph Ln with vertex sets A=
{a; : : : ; an} and B={b1; : : : ; bn} such that ai∼ bj i2 |i − j|61. So Ln consists of two
vertex disjoint n-paths a1b2a3b4 : : : and b1a2b3a4; : : : together with rungs formed by
the matching {a1b1; : : : ; anbn}. (Perhaps, twisted ladder would be a more descriptive
term.) The set of ends of Ln is the set {a1; b1; an; bn}. It is easy to see that the graph
Ln is universal. For example, an even cycle x1y1; : : : ; xkyk can be embedded into the
beginning of Ln by
x1y1x2 · · · xkyk 	→ a1b2a3 : : : sk tk ; sk−1; tk−1; : : : ; a2; b1;
where (sk ; tk)=(ak ; bk), if k is odd and (sk ; tk)=(bk ; ak) otherwise. We shall apply the
methods of Koml5os et al. to prove the following strengthening of Wang’s conjecture
for su6ciently large n.
Theorem 1. For su3ciently large n, every balanced bipartite graph G=(U; V; E) with
|U |=n= |V | and (G)¿n=2 + 1 contains a spanning ladder.
The rest of this article is devoted to a proof of Theorem 1. This involves two parts.
First, in Section 2 we identify a particular extremal conDguration and use standard graph
theoretical methods to show that if G contains this conDguration, then G contains a
spanning ladder. Then in Section 4, we use the regularity lemma and the blow-up
lemma to show that if G does not contain the extremal conDguration, then G contains
a spanning ladder. In Section 3 we review the regularity and blow-up lemmas. In the
remainder of this section, we review our notation and work out some easy details of
the theory of dense bipartite graphs.
For a positive integer n, let [n] denote the set {1; 2; : : : ; n}. Let deg(v) denote the
degree of the vertex v and let deg(v; X ) denote the number of neighbors of v in the set
X . For two disjoint, nonempty sets of vertices U and W , let e(U;W ) denote the number
of edges with end points in both U and W .
We will need Lemma 3 for our argument and the rest of this section serves as a
warm-up. The next lemma is due to Bondy and Chv5atal [2].
Lemma 2. Let P=x1y1 : : : xsys be an even path of a bipartite graph H=
(X; Y; E) with s¿2. If deg (x1; P) + deg (ys; P)¿s + 1 then G has a cycle C with
V (C)=V (P).
Proof. By the pigeon hole principle, there exists i∈[s] such that x1∼yi and ys∼ xi.
Then x1y1 : : : xiysxsys−1xs−1 : : : yi is the desired cycle.
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Lemma 3. Let H=(X; Y; E) be a connected bipartite graph with |X |= |Y |=n. If
(H)¿k then H contains a path on min{4k − 1; 2n} vertices.
Proof. Let P be the longest path in H and assume that the length of P is less than
min{4k − 1; 2n}.
Case 1: P=x1y1 : : : xsys where xi∈X; yi∈Y . Then d(x1; P)+d(ys; P)¿2k¿s. Thus,
by Lemma 2, there is a cycle C with V (C)=V (P). Since s¡n there is a vertex v not
on C. Since H is connected one can obtain a longer path starting from v and using all
of C.
Case 2: P=x1y1 : : : xsysxs+1. First we claim that H contains a cycle on 2s ver-
tices. Indeed, since P is maximal, x1 and xs+1 have all their neighbors on P. Since
deg(x1)+deg(xs+1)¿2k¿s+1, there exists i∈[s−1] such that x1∼yi+1 and xs+1∼yi.
This gives a cycle x1y1 : : : xiyixs+1ysxs : : : yi+1. Assume now that C=x1y1 : : : xsys is a
cycle. Suppose that v is a vertex not on C. Then v is only adjacent to vertices on C,
since otherwise there is a path longer than P. Since s¡n, there exist x∈X \V (C) and
y∈Y\V (C). Since deg(x) + deg(y)¿2k¿s, there exists i∈[s] such that x∼yi and
y∼ xi. This yields a path on 2(s+ 1) vertices and a contradiction.
Note that it now follows that a balanced bipartite graph with n vertices in each part
and minimum degree greater than n=2 is hamiltonian: By the degree condition, it is
connected. By Lemma 3 it has a hamiltonian path. So by the degree condition and
Lemma 2, it has a hamiltonian cycle.
2. The extremal case
We say that G=(U; V; E) is $-splittable if there exist X ⊂U and Y ⊂V such
that
|X |=(12 − $)n= |Y | and e(X; Y )6$n2:
In this case we say that X and Y are an $-splitting of G.
Lemma 4. For $¿0 su3ciently small, in particular $6 1640;000 , if G=(U; V; E) is
a balanced bipartite graph with n vertices in each part that is $-splittable and
(G)¿n=2 + 1, then G contains a spanning ladder.
Proof. Let X and Y be an $-splitting of G. Our Drst goal is to partition the vertices
of G into two almost complete, bipartite, spanning subgraphs with about n=2 vertices
in each part. Let MX =U\X and MY =V\Y . Let S={x∈X : deg(x; MY )¡( 12 −
√
$)n}. For
each x∈S, deg(x; Y )¿√$n. Thus |S|6√$n, since
|S|√$n6
∑
x∈S
deg(x; Y )6e(X; Y )6$n2:
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Counting the edges of the complement MG of G from X to MY we get:
e MG(X; MY ) = |X || MY | −
(∑
x∈X
deg(x)− e(X; Y )
)
6
(
1
2
− $
)(
1
2
+ $
)
n2 −
(
1
2
− $
)
n2
2
+ $n2
6 32$n
2:
Let T={y∈ MY : deg(y; X )¡( 12 − $−
√
$)n}. For each y∈T , deg MG(y; X )¿
√
$n. Thus
|T |6 32
√
$n, since
|T |√$n6
∑
y∈T
deg MG(y; X )6e MG(X; MY )6
3
2
$n2:
Thus, we can choose X1⊂X \S and Y1⊂ MY\T such that
(1) |X1|; |Y1|=(12 − 2
√
$)n and
(2) deg(x1; Y1); deg(y1; X1)¿( 12 − 4
√
$)n, for all x1∈X1, y1∈Y1.
Similarly, we can choose X2⊂ MX and Y2⊂Y such that
(1) |X2|; |Y2|=(12 − 2
√
$)n and
(2) deg(x; Y2); deg(y; X2)¿( 12 − 4
√
$)n, for all x∈X2 and y∈Y2.
Let X0=U\(X1∪X2) and Y0=V\(Y1∪Y2). Then |X0|=4
√
$n= |Y0|. Let '=4
√
$.
Choose partitions {S1; S2} of X0 and {T1; T2} of Y0 such that g= ||S1| − |T1|| is as
small as possible subject to the condition that
deg(si; Yi); deg(ti; Xi)¿8'n
for all si∈Si, ti∈Ti, and i∈[2]. For i∈[2], let Ui=Xi∪Si, Vi=Yi∪Ti, Gi=G[Ui; Vi],
the subgraph of G induced by Ui∪Vi, and ni= |Ui|. This accomplishes our Drst goal:
All but at most 'n vertices of Gi have degree at least ( 12 − ')n in Gi; moreover
each exceptional vertex has at least 8'n nonexceptional neighbors. Without loss of
generality, max{|S1|; |S2|; |T1|; |T2|}= |S2|. So g= |T1| − |S1|= |S2| − |T2|. Since
|U2|¿|V1|=n− |V2|;
|U2| − n2¿
n
2
− |V2|
it follows that
|U2| − n2¿
g
2
:
So every vertex in V1 has at least g=2 + 1 neighbors in U2. Also if x∈Xi and u∈Ui,
then x and u have at least 7'n common neighbors in Yi. Similarly, if y∈Yi and v∈Vi,
then y and v have at least 7'n common neighbors in Xi.
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Our next goal is to construct two disjoint ladders L and L∗ (L∗ might be empty)
and possibly move some vertices from G1 to G2 such that:
(1) The Drst rung of L is in G1 and the last rung of L is in G2.
(2) The Drst rung of L∗ is in G2.
(3) Gi\(L∪L∗) is balanced for i∈{1; 2}.
(4) |L|66 and |L∗|66g+ 4.
A 2-ladder is called a crossing L2 if it has one vertex in each of U1, U2, V1, and V2.
Case 1: g=0 and G contains a crossing L2. Let L=L2 and L∗=∅.
Case 2: g=0, but G does not contain a crossing L2. Then for every u1∈U1 and
u2∈U2, there exists i∈[2] such that all common neighbors of u1 and u2 are in Vi.
Since (G)¿n=2 + 1, u1 and u2 have at least two common neighbors in Vi. Similarly,
for every v1∈V1 and v2∈V2, there exists i∈[2] such that all (at least two) common
neighbors of v1 and v2 are in Vi.
Fix x; x′∈X1 and y∈Y1 with x∼y∼ x′. Since n16n2, there exists u∈U2 such that
y∼ u. Since y∈V1 is a common neighbor of x∈U1 and u∈U2, there exists another
common neighbor v∈V1 of x and u. Let y′∈Y2 be a neighbor of u. Since u∈U2 is a
common neighbor of v∈V1 and y′∈V2, there exists another common neighbor u′ of v
and y′ in U2. So L=(x; y; u; v; u′; y′) is a 3-ladder.
Now removing L leaves G1 and G2 unbalanced, since L has an extra vertex
from each of U2 and V1. We correct this problem by constructing another crossing
ladder L∗. Choose, in order, distinct v′∈V2, x′′∈X2\{u; u′}, and v′′∈V2 such that
x′∼ v′∼ x′′∼ v′′∼ x′. Note that y′ =∈{v′; v′′}, since otherwise {x′; y; u; y′} is a crossing
L2. So L∗=(x′′; v′′; x′; v′) is a 2-ladder disjoint from L and (1)–(3) are satisDed.
Case 3: g¿0. Since we could not move any vertices from U2 to U1 to decrease
the gap g, deg(u; Y1)¡8'n, and so deg(u; Y2)¿( 12 − 9')n, for every vertex u∈U2.
It follows that any two vertices in U2 have lots of common neighbors in Y2. Since
g=2¿0, every vertex in Y1 has at least two neighbors in U2. Since |U2|¡2|Y1|, some
vertex a2∈U2 has two neighbors b1; b2∈Y1. Let a3∈U2 be another neighbor of b2.
Finally, let a1∈X1 be a common neighbor of b1 and b2 and b3∈Y2 be a common
neighbor of a2 and a3. Then L=(a1; b1; a2; b2; a3; b3) is a 3-ladder with Drst rung a1b1
and last rung a3b3.
Case 3a: g=1. Letting L∗ be empty, we are done.
Case 3b: g=2 Since |Y1|¿16'n¿e({a2; a3}; Y1) there exists b5∈Y1 with two
neighbors a4; a5∈U2\{a2; a3}. Let b4∈V2 be a common neighbor of a4 and a5. Then
L∗=(a4; b4; a5; b5) is a 2-ladder disjoint from L and (1)–(3) are satisDed.
Case 3c: g¿2. We still have the link L from G1 to G2. To obtain two balanced
bipartite graphs, we will construct a ladder L∗ that contains g−1 more vertices from V1
than V2. A triple matching is a set of vertex disjoint 3-stars Qi=(v′′i ; u
′
i ; u
′′
i ; u
′′′
i ) with
root v′′i ∈V1\{b1; b2} and leaves u′i ; u′′i ; u′′′i ∈U2\{a2; a3}. We claim that there exists a
triple matching of size g − 1. Otherwise, let M={Q1; : : : Qk} be a maximum triple
matching of size k with roots R={v′′i : i∈[k]} and leaves Z={u′i ; u′′i ; u′′′i : i∈[k]}.
Since M is maximum, each vertex v∈V1\(R∪{b1; b2}) has at most two neighbors in
U2\(Z∪{a2; a3}). Thus deg(v; Z∪{a2; a3})¿g=2− 1 and by the pigeon hole principle
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there exists a vertex u∈Z∪{a2; a3} such that
deg(u; V1)¿
(g=2− 1)(|V1| − k − 1)
3k + 2
¿
(g− 2)=2( 12 − ')n
3(g− 2) + 2 ¿
( 12 − ')n
10
¿9'n;
which is a contradiction. Next we construct the ladder L∗ that contains each Qi as
follows. Choose distinct v′1; v
′′′
1 ; : : : ; v
′
g−1; v
′′′
g−1∈V2\{b3} such that v′1 is adjacent to u′1
and u′′1 , v
′
i is adjacent to u
′′
i−1, u
′′′
i−1, and u
′
i , v
′′′
i is adjacent to u
′′
i , u
′′′
i , and u
′
i+1, and
v′′′g−1 is adjacent to u
′′
g−1 and u
′′′
g−1. This is possible since 3g63'n6(
1
2 − 27')n. Then
L∗=(u′1; v
′
1; u
′′
1 ; v
′′
1 ; u
′′′
1 ; v
′′′
1 ; : : : ; u
′
g−1; v
′
g−1; u
′′
g−1; v
′′
g−1; u
′′′
g−1; v
′′′
g−1)
and conditions (1)–(4) are satisDed.
Finally, we Dnish our construction of a spanning ladder by constructing, for i∈{1; 2},
ladders Li in Gi\(L∪L∗) such that the last rung of L1 and the Drst rung of L form a
2-ladder, the last rung of L and the Drst rung of L2 form a 2-ladder, and the last rung
of L2 and the Drst rung of L∗ form a 2-ladder. Since the construction of L1 is similar,
but easier, we will only give the construction of L2.
Note that G′=G2\(L∪L∗) has between ( 12−3')n and ( 12 +')n vertices in each part.
Of the vertices in one part, at most 'n are not adjacent to at least ( 12 − 4')n vertices,
and even these vertices have degree at least 5'n in G′. Call these the exceptional
vertices. Write G′ as G′=(U ′; V ′; E′), let S ′⊂U ′ and T ′⊂V ′ be the small subsets
of exceptional vertices, and let X ′=U ′\S ′ and V ′\T ′ be the large subsets of normal
vertices. With less e2ort than above we can Dnd a triple matching whose roots are the
vertices of S ′∪T ′ and whose leaves come from X ′∪Y ′. Each 3-star from this matching
can be extended to a 3-ladder by adding vertices from X ′∪Y ′. Label these 3-ladders
by N 1; : : : ; N s. Since
1
2 (
1
2 + ')n¡(
1
2 − 4')n− 6'n;
the remaining vertices from X ′∪Y ′ can be matched, say by M={x1y1; : : : ; xtyt}. More-
over, we can specify the Drst and last edge of this matching so that the last rung of L
forms a 2-ladder with x1y1 and the Drst rung of L∗ forms a 2-ladder with xtyt . DeDne
an auxiliary graph A on the vertex set {N 1; : : : ; N s}∪M . We treat the edges of M
as 1-ladders. Two vertices of A are adjacent if the Drst and last rungs of one form
2-ladders with the Drst and last rungs of the second. The degree of this graph is at
least ( 12 −16')n¿(s+ t)=2+1, so it has a hamiltonian path from x1y1 to xtyt . Clearly
this path corresponds to the desired ladder.
3. The regularity and blow-up lemmas
In this section, we review the regularity and blow-up lemmas. Let H=(V; E) be a
simple graph on n vertices. For two disjoint, nonempty subsets U and W of V , deDne
the density of the pair (U;W ) as
d(U;W )=
e(U;W )
|U ||W | :
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De"nition 5. A pair (U;W ) is called ”-regular if for every U ′⊂U with |U ′|¿”|U |
and every W ′⊂W with |W ′|¿”|W |; |d(U ′; W ′) − d(U;W )|6”. The pair (U;W ) is
(”; )-super-regular if it is ”-regular and for all u∈U , deg(u;W )¿|W | and for all
w∈W , deg(w;U )¿|U |.
First, we note the following three facts that we will need.
Lemma 6. If (U;W ) is an ”-regular pair with density d, then for any Y ⊂W with
|Y |¿”|W | there are at most ”|U | vertices u∈U such that deg(u; Y )¡(d− 0)|Y |.
Lemma 7 (slicing lemma). Let (U;W ) be an ”-regular pair with density d, and for
some 1¿” let U ′⊂U , W ′⊂W , with |U ′|¿1|U |, |W ′|¿1|W |. Then (U ′; W ′) is an
”′-regular pair of density d′ where ”′= max{”=1; 2”} and d′¿d− ”.
Lemma 8. Let (U;W ) be an ”-regular pair. Suppose that U ′=U ∪S and W ′=W ∪T ,
where |S|62|U |; |T |62|W |; S∩W ′=∅=T ∩U ′, and 0¡2¡”. Then (U ′; W ′) is an
”′-regular pair, where ”′= max{2=”; 6”}.
De"nition 9. Partition V0∪V1∪ · · · ∪Vt of the vertex set of G=(V; E) is called
”-regular if the following conditions are satisDed.
(1) |V0|60|V |.
(2) For all 16i; j6t, |Vi|= |Vj|.
(3) All but at most ”t2 of pairs (Vi; Vj), 16i; j6t, are ”-regular.
The parts of the partition are called clusters. Note that the cluster V0 plays a dis-
tinguished role in the above deDnitions and is usually called the exceptional cluster
(or class). Our main tool in the proof will be the regularity lemma of Szemer5edi
[7] which asserts that for every ”¿0 every graph which is large enough admits an
”-regular partition into a bounded number of clusters.
Lemma 10 (regularity lemma). For every ”¿0 and every positive integer l there exist
N=N (”; l) and L=L(”; l) such that every graph with at least N vertices admits an
”-regular partition V0∪V1∪ · · ·Vt with l6t6L.
In addition, we shall use the blow-up lemma of Koml5os et al. [5].
Lemma 11 (blow-up lemma). Given ¿0 and 4¿0 there exists an ”¿0 such that
the following holds. Let P=(W1; W2) be an (”; )-super-regular pair with |W1|=n1
and |W2|=n2. If a graph H=(A1; A2) with maximum degree 4(H)¡4 is embeddable
into the complete bipartite graph Kn1 ; n2 then it is also embeddable into P. Moreover,
given in addition '¿0, there exist 5 and ” such that the following stronger statement
is true. For all 5ni-subsets A′i⊂Ai and functions fi :A′i → ( Wi'ni ); i=1; 2; H can be
embedded into P so that the image of each ai∈A′i is in the set fi(ai).
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4. The nonextremal case
In this section, we complete the proof of our main theorem by proving the following
lemma.
Lemma 12. For any $¿0 and su3ciently large n, if G=(U; V; E) is a balanced bi-
partite graph with n vertices in each part that is not $-splittable and (G)¿n=2, then
G contains a spanning ladder.
Proof. Fix $. Let 26$=4, 1622=64, 61=2, '==2, and 4=4. Now, for this choice
of ; ', and 4, choose 5 and ”¡3 so that the strong conclusion of the blow-up lemma
holds. Let ”16(”=6)4 and l¿8=”1. By the regularity lemma (applied to the graph G
with 2n vertices) there exists N and L such that if 2n¿N , then there exists an ”1=4-
regular partition of G=(U; V; E) with between l and L clusters. We will also require
that n¿16L=5. Note that since in the proof of the regularity lemma a given partition is
reDned to yield a regular partition, we can start initially with the partition U ∪V and end
up with a partition of the form {V0; V1; : : : ; Vk1 ; U0; U1; : : : ; Uk2}, where {V0; V1; : : : ; Vk1}
is a partition of V; {U0; U1; : : : ; Uk2} is a partition of U , and the exceptional class has
the form V0∪U0. If k1¿k2 then we add k1−k2 clusters to the exceptional cluster V0 so
that we can assume that k=k1=k2. Then |V0|6(”1=2)n. DeDne the cluster graph CG as
follows: V (CG)={V1; : : : Vk ; U1; : : : ; Uk} and Vi is adjacent to Uj i2 (Vi; Uj) is an ”1=4-
regular pair and d(Vi; Uj)¿1. For a cluster W , let irrdeg(W ) denote the number of
clusters W ′ such that (W;W ′) is ”1=4-irregular. By the ”1=4-regularity of the partition,
there are at most ”1=4(2k)2=”1k2 pairs of clusters that are ”1=4-irregular. Thus there
are at most
√
”1k clusters W for which irrdeg(W ) is at least
√
”1k. Since we can add
these clusters to V0∪U0, we may assume that for every cluster W ,
irrdeg(W )¡
√
”1k;
|V0|; |U0|62√”1n and
(1− ”1)nk6|W |6
n
k
:
Claim 1. Set 7=1 + 4
√
”1. Then (CG)¿( 12 − 7)k.
Proof. Assume that there is a cluster W ∈V (CG) such that deg(Vi)¡( 12 − 7)k. Then
W has at most ( 12 −7)k|W |2 edges to vertices in adjacent clusters,
√
”1k|W |2 edges to
vertices in clusters forming irregular pairs with W , 1k|W |2 edges to clusters forming
low-density pairs with W , and 2
√
”1n|W | edges to the exceptional cluster. So
e(W;V (G))¡
(
1
2
− 7+ 3√”1 + 1
)
n2
k
6
(
1
2
−√”1
)
n2
k
: (1)
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On the other hand, using the fact that the minimum degree of G is at least n=2, we
have
e(W;V (G))¿|W |n
2
¿
(1− ”1)n2
2k
¿
(
1
2
− 1
2
”1
)
n2
k
: (2)
Clearly (1) and (2) are not possible at the same time. Therefore, the minimum degree
of CG is at least (1=2− 7)k.
Claim 2. The cluster graph has a path of length at least 4( 12 − 7)k − 1.
Proof. Let 7′=7 + ”1. We Drst show that CG is connected. Suppose to the contrary,
that CG is disconnected. Since (CG)¿( 12 − 7)k, each component of CG has at least
( 12−7)k clusters in each part. Thus the union of the clusters in one part of a component
has at least(
1
2
− 7
)
k(1− ”1)nk¿
(
1
2
− 7− 1
2
”1
)
n;
vertices. Let X be a set of ( 12 − 7′)n vertices from one part of one component of CG
and let Y be a set of ( 12 − 7′)n vertices from the other part of another component of
CG. There are only two kinds of edges between X and Y : (1) Edges between clusters
that form irregular pairs and (2) edges between clusters that form low-density pairs.
There are at most ”1k2(n=k)2=”1n2 of the Drst kind and at most 1n2 of the second
kind. Thus e(X; Y )67′n2 and G is 7′-splittable. Since 7′¡$ and G is not $-splittable,
this is a contradiction. We conclude that CG is connected. By Lemma 3 there exists a
path on 2k − 47k − 1 clusters in CG.
Let P=U1V1 : : : UrVr be a path in CG of length 2r=2k − 47k − 2. Then consecutive
clusters in P form ”1-regular pairs with density at least 1. Reassign one vertex from
U1 to Ur . Add the vertices in the clusters that are not on P to the exceptional classes
V0 and U0. Now
|V0|; |U0|631n:
This is a major change in the size of |V0∪U0|.
Our next goal is to reassign the exceptional vertices to regular clusters in P. This
is a process that we will need to use again with di2erent parameters, so we introduce
general parameters 91 and 92. (In our Drst application of the process we will set 91=31
and 92=2.) We would like to do this so that |Ui| − |Vi| remains constant, there are
only a small number, at most
√
91n=k, of vertices reassigned to any one cluster, and
so that any vertex reassigned to a cluster Ui (Vi) has a relatively large degree, at least
92n=k, to Vi (Ui). During this process we may also reassign some vertices from one
cluster in P to another cluster in P. More formally, for each i∈[r], let U 0i (V 0i ) denote
the elements of Ui (Vi) at the start of this process, U ′i (V
′
i ) denote the set of vertices
reassigned to Ui (Vi) and U ∗i (V
∗
i ) denote the set of vertices of Ui (Vi) that have not
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been reassigned. So U 0i \U ∗i is the set of vertices reassigned from Ui. We will preserve
the following conditions:
(1) If v is reassigned to Vi then deg(v; U 0i )¿92n=k and if u is reassigned to Ui then
deg(u; V 0i )¿92n=k.
(2) For every 26i6r − 1, |U ∗i ∪U ′i |= |V ∗i ∪V ′i |, |U ∗1 ∪U ′1 |+ 1= |V ∗1 ∪V ′1 |, and |U ∗r ∪
U ′r |= |V ∗r ∪V ′r |+ 1.
(3) For each i∈[r], |V ′i |; |U ′i |6
√
91n=k.
(4) For each i∈[r], |V 0i \V ∗i |; |U 0i \U ∗i |6
√
91n=k.
We group the exceptional vertices into pairs (v; u)∈V0×U0 and order the pairs arbi-
trarily. We then reassign these vertices one pair at a time as follows. Call a cluster W
full if there are
√
91n=k vertices reassigned to W . Consider the next pair (v; u). Try to
choose i; j∈[r] such that
(a) neither Vi, Ui, nor Uj is full,
(b) deg(v; U 0i )¿92n=k and deg(u; V
0
j )¿92n=k, and
(c) if i = j then e(U 0j ; V 0i )¿292(n=k)2.
Then reassign u to Uj, v to Vi, and if i = j, then pick u′∈U ∗j with deg(u′; V 0i )¿92n=k,
and reassign u′ to Ui. If we can perform this operation for each pair, then we will
succeed in reassigning the exceptional vertices while maintaining (1)–(4). Note in
particular that since a vertex is only reassigned from a regular cluster if another vertex
is reassigned to that cluster, (4) follows from (3).
Claim 3. If
|U0|; |V0|691n and ”1¡91¡4√91692¡4926$;
then for each pair (v; u) we can choose i; j∈[r] satisfying (1)–(3) above.
Proof. Consider the next pair (v; u). Let N ′(v)={i: deg(v; U 0i )¿292n=k} and
N ′(u)= {i: deg(u; V 0i )¿292n=k}. Since v is adjacent to at most n=k vertices in each
U 0i with i∈N ′(v), at most 91n vertices in U0, and at most 292n other vertices,
|N ′(v)|n
k
+ 91n+ 292n¿deg(v)¿
n
2
:
This yields
|N ′(v)|¿(1− 91 − 292)k¿( 12 − 392)k:
Similarly |N ′(u)|¿(1=2− 392)k.
Let
Y =
⋃
i∈N ′(u)
V 0i and X =
⋃
i∈N ′(v)
U 0i :
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Recalling that $¿492,
|Y |¿|N ′(v)|(1− ”1)nk¿
(
1
2
− 392
)
k(1− ”1)nk¿
(
1
2
− $
)
n:
Similarly, |X |¿( 12 − $)n. Since G is not $-splittable, e(Y; X )¿$n2¿492n2.
At most 91n pairs of exceptional elements have been reassigned. Each time a pair is
reassigned there are at most two indices i such that |V ′i | or |U ′i | increases and for all
indices j neither |V ′j | nor |U ′j | ever increases by more than one. Thus we have created
at most
2
√
91k=
291n√
91 nk
pairs (V 0i ; U
0
i ) such that either Vi is full or Ui is full. The number of edges of G
incident to vertices of these pairs is at most 4
√
91n2 and there are less than 292n2
edges of G between the pairs (U 0i ; V
0
j ) for which e(U
0
i ; V
0
j )¡292(n=k)
2. Since
(292 + 4
√
91)n26392n2¡$n26e(Y; X );
there must exist i∈N ′(v) and j∈N ′(u) such that neither Ui, Vi, nor Uj are full and
e(U 0j ; V
0
i )¿292(n=k)
2.
Note that the hypothesis of Claim 3 is satisDed with 91=31 and 92=2. After
reassigning the exceptional vertices, the path clusters are partitioned by Vi=V ′i ∪V ∗i
and Ui=U ′i ∪U ∗i . For each i∈[r], U ∗i is a large subset of U 0i and V ∗i is a large subset
of V 0i and so by the Slicing Lemma the pairs (U
∗
i ; V
∗
i ) and (U
∗
i ; V
∗
i+1) maintain most
of their regularity. The same cannot be said for U ′i and V
′
i , but to compensate, U
′
i and
V ′i are small subsets (6
√
31n=k) such that deg(u; Vi)¿2n=k and deg(v; Ui)¿2n=k
are extra large for u∈U ′i and v∈V ′i . Our next goal is to hide the exceptional vertices
in a small ladder.
Claim 4. For each i∈[r] there exists a ladder Li⊂Vi∪Ui such that:
(1) V ′i ∪U ′i ⊂V (Li).
(2) |V (Li)|632√1n=k.
(3) Each of the ends of Li has at least 1n=2k neighbors in (Vi∪Ui)\Li.
Proof. Let w1; w2; : : : ; wt be an ordering of V ′i ∪U ′i . Then t64
√
1n=k=2n=16k. Sup-
pose that we have constructed a ladder L⊂Vi∪Ui on 8s vertices (06s6t) that contains
exactly the Drst s vertices of V ′i ∪U ′i , satisDes (3), and has Drst rung u′v′ and last rung
u′′v′′. Without loss of generality, assume that ws+1∈U ′i . We Drst extend L to L′ by
attaching a 3-ladder (a; b; a′; b′; ws+1; v), with a; a′∈U ∗i \L and b; b′; v∈V ∗i \L, to the end
of L. Using the regularity of the pair (U 0i ; V
0
i ), Lemma 6, and the fact that
deg(ws+1; V ∗i \L)¿2
n
k
− 8t¿2n
2k
;
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there exists v∈V ∗i ∩N (ws+1) such that
deg(v; U ∗i \L)¿(1 − ”1)|U ∗i \L|¿
1n
2k
+ 5:
Let A=N (v′′)∩(U ∗i \L); A′=N (v)∩(U ∗i \L; ); B=N (u′′)∩(V ∗i \(L∪{v})), and
B′=N (ws+1)∩U ∗i \L. Each of these sets has size at least 1n=2k. Using the regularity
of the pair (U 0i ; V
0
i ) and Lemma 6, almost all (all but at most 2”1n=k) of the vertices of
A, are adjacent to at least 21n=4k vertices in each of B and B
′. Let a be one of these
normal vertices, and set B0=B∩N (a) and B′0=B′∩N (a). Similarly, almost all of the
vertices of A′, are adjacent to at least 31n=8k vertices in each of B0 and B
′
0. Let a
′ be
one of these normal vertices and let b and b′ be any vertices in B0 and B′0, respec-
tively. In extending L to L′ we may have violated condition (3) for the Drst rung u′v′ by
using up some of its neighbors. So now, in a similar way, we choose a′′∈U ∗i \L′ and
b′′∈U ∗i \L′ such that u′∼ b′′∼ a′′∼ v′ and deg(a′′; V ∗i \L′), deg(b′′; U ∗i \L′)¿1n=2k+1.
We then add a′′b′′ to L′ as a Drst rung to obtain L′′ satisfying (3) Continuing in this
fashion we Dnally obtain the desired ladder Li.
For each i∈[r], set U 1i =U ∗i \Li and V 1i =V ∗i \Li. Then
|U 1i |; |V 1i |¿(1− ”1 − 32
√
1)
n
k
¿(1− 2)nk :
By the slicing lemma each of the pairs (U 1i ; V
1
i ) and (V
1
i ; U
1
i+1) are 2”1-regular with
density at least 1 − ”1. However they may not be super-regular. Our next task is
to reassign some vertices so that each of the pairs (U 1i ; V
1
i ) is (”; )-super-regular.
By Lemma 6 there are at most ”1n=k vertices u∈U 1i with deg(u; V 1i )6(1 − ”1)|U 1i |.
Similarly, there are at most ”1n=k vertices v∈V 1i with deg(v; U 1i )6(1−”1)|V 1i |. Move
these to the (currently empty) exceptional clusters U0 and V0. So |U0|; |V0|6”1n. We
shall redistribute these exceptional vertices to get new clusters U 2i and V
2
i , for all
i∈[r]. Using Claim 3 with 91=”1 and 92=1 we can do this so that
(1) If v is reassigned to V 2i then deg(v; U
1
i )¿1n=k and if u is reassigned to U
2
i then
deg(u; V 1i )¿1n=k.
(2) For every i∈[r], |V 2i | − |U 2i |= |V 1i | − |U 1i |.
(3) For each i∈[r], at most √”1n=k vertices were reassigned to V 2i (U 2i ).
(4) For each i∈[r], at most √”1n=k vertices were reassigned from V 2i (U 2i ).
Recall that =1=2 and ”=6”
1=4
1 . Now the minimum degree of each pair (V
2
i ; U
2
i )
is at least
(1 − ”1 −√”1)nk¿(1 − 3
√
”1)|U 2i |¿|U 2i |:
By Lemma 8 each pair (U 2i ; V
2
i ) is ”-regular. Thus each pair (U
2
i ; V
2
i ) is (”; )-super-
regular. Similarly, each pair (V 2i ; U
2
i+1) is ”-regular with density at least . For each
i∈[r − 1] choose vi∈V 2i such that deg(vi; U 2i+1)¿n=2k and let Ai+1=U 2i+1∩N (vi).
Using Lemma 6, choose ui+1∈Ai+1 such that deg(ui+1; V 2i )¿n=2k. Let U 3i =U 2i \{ui}
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and V 3i =V
2
i \{vi}, where {u1}=∅={vr}. Then (U 3i ; V 3i ) is still an (”; )-super-regular
pair and |U 3i |= |V 3i | for all i∈[r]. Let B1i =V 3i ∩N (ui+1), A0i+1=U 3i+1∩N (vi), A1i =U 3i
∩N (vi), and B0i+1=V 3i+1∩N (ui+1). Let xiyi be the Drst rung of Li, where xi∈U and
yi∈V , and let wizi be the last rung of Li, where wi∈U and zi∈V . Finally, let
Xi=U 3i ∩N (yi), Yi=V 3i ∩N (xi), Wi=U 3i ∩N (zi), and Zi=V 3i ∩N (wi). Note that each
of X 3i , Y
3
i , W
3
i , and Z
3
i has size at least n=2k¿'n=k.
We now apply the blow-up lemma to each pair (U 3i ; V
3
i ) to Dnd a spanning ladder
Ki whose Drst rung is contained in A0i ×B0i , whose second rung is contained in Xi×Yi,
whose third rung is contained in Wi×Zi, and whose last rung is contained in A1i ×B1i .
This is possible since 5n=2k¿8. Clearly we can insert Li between the second and third
rungs of Ki to obtain a ladder Mi spanning U 3i ∪V 3i . Finally, M 1v1u2M 2 : : : vr−1urMr
is a spanning ladder of G.
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